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John Clem Clarke Transmits a Picture

Old masters are encoded and transmitted as Pure
paintings that olook 

"ight"; 
his latest works, based

on Copley, are exhibited at Kornblee this month

John Clem Clarke makes paintings of pictures' The original pic-
tures are usually figure-ground compositions, with an illusion of
three-dimensional space, and human interest which raages from
political history and topical melodrama to domestic felicity' He
was brought tothe poini of making paintings from pictures by the
problem ihat arose-in his early work, which was how to.5nak3 a

iainting that was not a picture. If to make a picture is to imagine'
io "o*-*uni"ate 

an idea by way of an image, then Clarke's early
paintings. with theatrical distances and dreamily arranged figures'
*"t" ** Pictures than paintings. If to make a painting is to
invite attention to paint, iolor, shape, intensity and the classical

satisfactions of oil paint on flat canvas, then clarke's problem as a

painter was to divert attention from images to the paint in which
ih" i*og". reside. By including information from someone else's

picture,h"*u.abletoexcludeanypictorial.impuritiesofhisown.
civentheproblemofhowtomakeapaintingwithoutillusion,

narrative or literary impurities, Clarke began to make paintings
from reproductions of pictures in art history' The non-visual
rneaningsofthepicturewerenothisresponsibility.Hisexperienee
ofthepicturewa$entirelyvisual,withthoughtconcentratedona
color code which would transmit the picture, and with no thoughl
to iconography, style or even quality. By making a painting from
a plcturi hL was freed from the need to regulate or exclude non-
visual ideas. The freedom from imagery and from anecdotal con-
tent can be seen in the paintings as the lines which don't have

to be anything but the edges of color, and can race around with-
out regaid tor the outlines of objects' These lines are fluid and

rapid in feeling, recalling plumes of spreading liquid or watery
reflections spilling over glass.

The pictuies which Clarke selects for Painting are &ose which
present a sufficient problem of transmissiqn' The pictures suggest

" ti*", a place and a non-visual, non-painterly motivation' all of
which Claike's'technique cancels. This cancellation is not satiric,
but it is comic, a good-humored lack of commitment to the pic-
tures as serious proposals about reality' Clarke's technique frees
the picture from time, place and causality' He cancels the perspec-

tive on the world visible in a seventeenth-century picture, and

offersinsteadatwentieth-centurypersPectiveonthatseventeenth.
century picture. This modern perspective is shaped by the oPera-
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tions of color Photography, printing Presses and slide projectors"

But the effect is not severely-mechaniitic' The comedy which sus-

p""Ot ,tt" images combines with a lyricism' and this lyricisrn is

stro.rgly .rrppottuA by the feeling that the painting is made with

verifiable information accordinglo specifiable rules' The feeliag

is closer to that of a techoical formula than that of a poetic meta-

phor, since information found in a picture has been transformed

into a formula which can be transformed into auother formula

for the transmission of the information' The feeling is not of

dramatic necessity or of inevitable organic form' It is like the

feeling of t}te Fragonards as they appear beyond infinity in Stanley

KubricKs 200J.
Clarke's procedure in making a painting is to Project matry

slides of pictures on an otd gieen 
-drawing-board until one of

them looks sufficiently imposiUl" to do' He has also worked

with printed reproductions in an opaque projector' and- with

slides made from television images' He studies the projected

;i;;" to figure out his visual code by means of which he caa

traosmit the necessary information in the picture with the fewest

cotors and stencils. Then he draws from the proiected image

onto a large sheet of paper, and cuts the-holes through which the

p.irra *iff -U" applied. 'ih"- li""t rarely follow the contours of a

ioiia oUi""t in-the picture; usually they follow the coniours of

uo o."u of color. As a result, if the picture has a re4' an oraoge

and a yellow juxtaposed, he need cut-only two series of holes' be-

""*. ift" yellow overlying the red will mix to produce the orange'



With the canvas on the floor, covered with an all-over coat

of-rririt*, grey or black, he lays the stencil onto the canvas and

-ppii"t inil.id oil paint through a spray can' The pieture is
restudied, another stencil drawn and cut and another color

sprayed on. This process is repeated until the claims are ad-

;ur,.O U"r*"*n the Picture, which must be transmitted legibly'

uni ,n" painting, which must satisfy with line' color and other

painterly values: "It has to look right'"
The effect of working with a few colors and overlays is to

decompose the original 
-pi"tut" in several ways' A distant red

and a near red, which define aerial perspective in the picture'

become one red, thereby canceling the illusion of deep space'

A receding straight line which defines linear perspective dissolves

when its colors are separated according to the color code' The
painting then emerges as a flat representation of a picture which

."pr"r"It, solid objects in deep space' The original imagc is
thfre, but it is susfended, and hovers just on the other side of
,h" pi",u." plane. These suspended images -occuPy 

a space that
,ometimes stms to have jJled; it resembles the self-absorbed
space of television, movie or slide projection screeus' The de-

ctmposition and suspension of the images in the picture allow
the composition of the painting to be all-over' an equitable and

fyric OisiriUution of attention, rather than a major-minor' figure-

ground hierarchY.
The painting is a contradiction of the picture' then' but the

original picture contradicted itself anyway' The illusion of the

three_diniensional space contradicts aod is contradicted by the

flatness of the paint and canvas. The viewer can focus orl the

surface of paint, and then must refocus on the depths within
theimage.Clarke'spaintingscontradictthecontradictionsin
the pictire, and offer 

-a 
single focal plane which coincides with

the paint surface.
The role of contradiction in the thinking and working of the

artist emerges in his conversation' He does not want to have

u.rn"""r.ur/ or wasteful contradictions in the painting' but he

tloes seem to work with most energy where two proposals are

on the verge of contradiction. The paintings, he says: "' ' ' are

contradictoiy, but they're something of themselves which isn't
contradictory. And if there's space there, the illusion of space'

I'm not really involved in that at all, although I suppose some-

times I ,*. I "-, and I am not. I really try not to be' I can't
but be somewhat involved in the picture that I'm doing'" The
pictures that challenge him are those which contradict his desire

io make a painting with just three colors and their combinations'
and.those pi"tr."i which are so "picturesque" that it seems im-
possible to transmit them without yielding to their pictorial
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Clarke: detail from Titian's Venus with the Lute-Player'

pleasures. Even within the pictures' a material like silk is in-
ieresting for its contradictions: "It has a white usually wherever
it reflecls, and then it has a very strong half-tone, and it has a
complete black. lfs a matter of, 'I wonder if I could get that?' "

For a while, Clarke painted on white, so that painting a

canvas was darkening it. But "' the things I know best are

usually the things that I question first, aod they're usually the
things that change first- lt's the resistance, to find out if I could
do ii-after I walk, to see if I could ruo. Contradiction is a bad

end result, but sometimes a helpful way of working' To do the
opposite, the absolute most contrary thing there is, sometimes

cuo solue your problem' When I started painting the way I am
now, basically darkening light, I noticed when I put down a

dark, and added a half-tone, the half-tone Iightened the dark
and darkened the light, and so contradiction' Now it seems to
me to work out best to be completely contradictory, and start
out with black, to work in oPaquenesses' It was a funny thing

Four variants of John singleton copley's Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mifflin- clarke's show at
Kornblee, New York (lute 3-27) is entirely made up of versions of copley's painting.



fine fagade (commissioned from Palladio but executed by Smeraldi
after his death) may be about to fall forwards off the buildiag.
The interior has no Baedeker, Michelin or Fielding favorites by
Tintoretto or Titian, but it does have enviable treasures---an early
Veroneee, srperb embmidered vestments, a medieval Arabian*chair of Saint Peter," happily set in a rich ensemble of seven-
teenth- and eighteenth,century painting and sculpture, plus a grand
family chapel by Ionghena Now we have a shocry new example
of how haodsome such interiors of the l{igh Venetian Baroque
can be when cleaned and restored, thanks to the funds CRIA was
able to give for tbe church of San Moisa where, after dreary years
of sooty and danp rcdccq therc has iust been new{y revealed one
of the most gorgeous interiors in a city celebrated for gorgeous
interiors. Sad San Pietro nom'lmks like a starving Foor relation"

CRIA is no longer soticiting fuEds, but sh€r*s to help save
VenicE may be serrt to the International Fuud for Monuments
Inc. (an affliate of UNESCO), at 15 GramerrT Part Neu, York
10003. Donations are frrlly deductible, and ovenrlhlmingly wel-
gome.
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to try. I didn't really think it was going to work, but I &ought
I'd just have to fy it."

So Cta:ke's paintings coatain an energJr derived frm the
friction botween pictures that communicate ideas and images,
and painfings that communicate a commitment to painterly pos-
sibilities. The only motive for painting &em is the satisfaction
of mlviag the problem of transmiiting a picture by the most
eeoromical means, while still making a pahting that looks right
Iohn Clem Clarke made it from Ben{ Oregon fI was pretty
much raised in a valley, not in a town') to ParG, Spain and
the island ef Hydra, and now in New York City paints in a
functional but styleless loft uear the Bowery, *ith scarcely *ny
possmions not used in his work. In the rpirit, or at least in the
imagery, of thorc who made it across the mountains to Oregon,
he looks upoa his work as his mm kacks revealing where he has
been: *It's investlgation, it's like a rer @tmtry. The
paintings are basically just tracks. I was there tha, I used to
be dowa in that valley, or I went across a river there, and I
can talk about where f nlas at the time, but the real thing that

me is what's over &ere, where I can't see yet.nn

Ih l9h.{entry Flanc Rsvehcd
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thology and literature. Whd carne so easily to painterc who lived
before the French Revolutior-tie creatioa of ideal figures
who could oonvinoe us that they rctrne*nted Venus, Apollo, Truth,
Fame-was arr ever more vexing problem to the masters who
painted in a century that perpetually asardted inherited ideals in
favor of cmpirical tnrLs. Thuq as in &e case of religious paint-
ings, these imaginative themes in nineteeath-century art exist in a

- tenuous pictorial vor{d that demands, for succes$ high artistic
psvers. Pnrd'hon's Udian of l*ve aad Friendthip, exhibited at the
Salon of 1793, ertainly can persuade rls -ter its abstractions are
vital: the ideal anatomieq the generalized chiaroscuro of Leonardo
and Correggio still give crcdenca to these strangely melaacholy
pernonifications. But other paindagt, like Iean-Baptiste Regnault'r
Toilet of Venw, may discomfit modern speetators in the peculiady
nineteenth-century collision of ideal forms and subjects with pic-
torial passages of photographic naturalism- That jrxtapmition of
the extremes of the abstract aad the real reaeh€s its moat fasei-
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